Which actigraphic variables optimally characterize the sleep-wake cycle of individuals with bipolar disorders?
Introduction
Actigraphy is a frequently recommended, ecologically valid, objective measure of sleep and circadian disruptions (1) , and it is increasingly employed in research into sleep and daytime patterns in bipolar disorders (BD) (2) (3) (4) .
Limitations in clinical research designs and methodologies may have undermined the validity of some of the findings regarding actigraphy in BD (2) (3) (4) (5) . For example, the standard set of variables derived from actigraphy recordings are most relevant to investigations of insomnias and related sleep disorders (1) . Current actigraphy software automatically provides a set of so-called sleep parameters of which the most frequently examined are total sleep time (TST), sleep onset latency (SOL), wake after sleep onset (WASO), sleep efficiency (SE), and Fragmentation Index (FI). Most actigraphy research in BD reports the mean values for these variables, and individual studies and meta-analyses have examined these quantitative aspects of sleep in BD (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . However, this research usually gives equal weighting to each sleep parameter and reports analyses of each variable separately. Overall, findings are inconsistent regarding the utility of individual parameters for identifying BD cases (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Despite this, few investigations explore whether combinations of variables or sleep dimensions are better able to characterize the sleep-wake cycle in BD cases and differentiate these from healthy controls (HC) (10, 11) . Systematic reviews and meta-analyses of actigraphy in BD (2, 4, 5) reveal significant sources of study bias, including small sample sizes (mediañ 30), limited statistical power to detect group differences, short duration of actigraphic monitoring, and over-reliance on convenience sampling of comparator groups with demographic and health profiles that differ markedly from participants with BD. This can be problematic, as age differences between BD cases and HC influence the effect size for TST differences (4) , and sex and body mass index (BMI) are associated with differences in mean values for several sleep parameters (12, 13) . A further issue is heterogeneity within BD subsamples, such as inclusion of individuals with spectrum disorders and/or mixed samples of asymptomatic and symptomatic BD cases (2, 14) .
As well as the need to consider sampling and methodological differences in previous BD studies (2, 4, 5, 15) , investigators have advocated for the extension of actigraphy to examine sleep variability and daytime activity (2, 16, 17) . Existing studies suggest that measuring variability of sleep patterns may increase our ability to characterize euthymic BD cases or identify individuals with or without a family history of BD (5, 16, 18, 19) . However, these studies usually benefit from more extended periods of actigraphy monitoring (about two weeks is usually required to capture variability) (20) . Additionally, recent studies have begun to examine regularity/intensity of daytime activity in BD, with some of these measures being employed as proxies of circadian dysrhythmias (2, 3, 11, (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . The relative lack of BD studies that have addressed these activity-based parameters might be explained by need for additional expertise to derive them (most are not automatically generated by the software) (2, 22, 23) . To date, the available literature suggests that daytime activity patterns in currently euthymic BD cases are lower and less stable than healthy and other non-BD controls and that baseline values of relative amplitude of activity have predictive validity for future onset of BD and major depression (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) .
To summarize, the extant literature on actigraphy in BD repeatedly demonstrates differences between cases and controls. However, publications consistently highlight that greater attention to potential biases in study design is required and researchers may need to go beyond the reporting mean values of actigraphic sleep parameters and consider including sleep variability and markers of daytime activity patterns. Also, it is timely to analyze whether subsets of parameters can improve the utility of actigraphy for both characterizing the sleep-wake cycle dimensions in BD cases and for determining which actigraphic parameters (from within each dimension) are the best predictors of the classification of cases or controls.
Aims of the study
To recruit a sample of BD cases and closely matched HC, and i) to use multivariate modeling, namely discriminant function analysis (DFA) to identify sleep and activity dimensions and then examine whether any dimensions can be used to characterize BD cases; ii) to explore the specific sleep and activity parameters that significantly predict group membership (i.e. case or control), and iii) to identify potential confounders of the classification of cases or controls.
Material and methods

Sample
Ethics: The study was approved by the Comit e de Protection des Personnes from La Piti e-Salp etri ere Hospital (reference: P111002-IDRCB2008-AO146 5-50) in Paris, France. All participants provided written informed consent prior to inclusion. This study is part of the GAN (genetics-actigraphyneuropsychiatry) project which includes the collection of objective actigraphy recording of sleep and circadian rhythms from BD cases attending clinical services and from HC recruited from the general population (see below). Selection Procedure: Cases and controls were selected for this study according to a three-stage process.
Stage 1: Recruitment. Individuals with BD were recruited from psychiatric clinics affiliated with the University of Paris between 2012 and 2017. The HC were recruited through several avenues including via advertisements (targeted at members of the public and those attending institutions, e.g. universities or government departments) and from individuals attending the blood donor service at a general hospital affiliated to the university. All participants were aged >18 years. Additional details of the sampling methods are described elsewhere (31) .
Eligibility Criteria for BD cases: Individuals with BD were included if they reported a mood disorder that met DSM-IV criteria for a BD-I or BD-II diagnosis assessed using the Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies (DIGS) administered by trained psychiatrists (32); they were currently euthymic (defined as a score ≤8 on both the MADRS (33) and Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) (34)); they had been in remission for ≥3 months (according to the ISBD task force criteria (35)); and they had no recorded changes in the class(es) and dose(s) of prescribed psychotropic medication(s) during this period. Patients were excluded if they fulfilled the criteria for an alcohol misuse (abuse or dependence) disorder in the last two years (according to the DIGS assessment).
Eligibility Criteria for HC: HC were excluded if the individual met DSM-IV criteria (according to the DIGS assessment as administered by a trained psychiatrist) for a lifetime affective, schizophrenic, or alcohol misuse (abuse or dependence) disorder and/or had a lifetime history of suicide attempts. Also, HC were excluded if a first-degree relative had a lifetime history of affective or schizophrenic disorder and/or suicide attempts (according to the Family Interview for Genetic Studies (36)).
Stage 2: Actigraphy procedure. Participants were excluded from participating in the actigraphy study if, in the previous three months, they had i) been hospitalized for any reason; ii) received treatment(s) or taken drugs for somatic conditions that could affect their sleep pattern; iii) experienced severe sleep disruption due to a somatic condition and/or experienced any life event that could have altered their sleep-wake habits (assessed using a checklist that included shift work, recent trans-meridian travel (with a >3-h time difference), pregnancy, childbirth, recent bereavement or somatic conditions). At the final step, we matched each eligible BD case with a HC according to demographic and anthropometric measures known to be associated with different sleep and rest-activity patterns, namely age (AE5 years), sex (1:1), and body mass index (BMI; AE2 points). Any participant who could not be allocated to a case-control pair was excluded from the analyses. The sample for the current study comprised of 122 individuals (i.e., 61 case: control pairs).
Clinical assessment and actigraphy: procedure and parameters Clinical assessment visits. At inclusion, participants were given a written information letter about the protocol and signed the informed consent form. They were then clinically assessed (using the DIGS for all participants plus the FIGS for HC). Participants completed the Berlin Questionnaire, and their BMI was estimated. The MADRS and the YMRS were rated at inclusion, and then, each participant was given instructions about how to use the actiwatch (see below).
After 21 days of recording, participants attended a follow-up appointment to check the completeness of the actigraphy data (this was done by visual inspection of the actigraphy output and via interviewing participants to clarify whether there were any time periods when they did not wear the device). If data were incomplete, participants were excluded from the study. Mood symptoms were recorded using the MADRS and the YMRS.
Actigraphy procedure. All participants wore an actigraph (AW-7 CamNtech) on the wrist of their non-dominant hand for 21 consecutive days. The participants were asked to wear the actiwatch continuously (as the Actiwatch AW7 is waterproof up to 6 BAR of pressure, it is not necessary to remove it when showering or swimming, etc). Participants were instructed to press the event marker on the actiwatch when they intended to go to sleep at night and when they got up in the morning. Participants completed a sleep diary during the monitoring period, which allowed concordance between diary and actigraphic recordings of bedtimes and rise times to be established. Actigraphy data (sampled in oneminute epochs) were analyzed using the Actiwatch Activity and Sleep Analysis software (CamNtech 7.28).
Parameters. We selected sleep and rest-activity parameters that best represent the variables found to be important in distinguishing BD cases from HC and/or from other comparator groups in previous publications (reported in the Introduction and summarized in Table 1 ).
i) Sleep parameters: The key sleep parameters derived from actigraphy software are TST, SOL, WASO, SE, and FI. These were explored from two perspectives:
• Mean values: Means were estimated for the three weeks of monitoring for the five standard actigraphic sleep variables; this is the most common approach to report sleep data in actigraphy studies of BD.
• Variability: As in previous studies, we calculated standard deviations (SDs) of the standard sleep parameters to obtain a measure of within-individual variability (7, 38) . All these parameters were automatically calculated using the Actiwatch Activity and Sleep Analysis software (CamNtech 7.28). Standard deviations (SD) of sleep parameters across the 21 days period were calculated using SPSS (version 23). ii) Daytime activity parameters: We identified four measures from the Van Someren's nonparametric variables (39) that are frequently reported in published studies of BD and also best represent the spectrum of activity (timing, amplitude, and stability/regularity). As shown in Table 1 , the selected parameters were interdaily stability (IS); intradaily variability (IV); M10 onset; and relative amplitude (RA). Interdaily stability and intradaily variability were selected primarily because of the frequency of reporting in BD studies, while M10 onset and RA were selected as the best combination of parameters measuring regularity, timing, and quantity of daytime activity. The daytime activity parameters were automatically calculated from the software (Non-Parametric Circadian Rhythm Analysis (NPCRA)); thus, no extraction of raw data was required.
Statistical analysis
All analyses were undertaken using SPSS (version 23). We followed the recommendations of Mueller et al. (40) to undertake the power calculation (using the online G*Power program) and estimated that assuming an Eigenvalue of ≥0.3 (the magnitude of the discriminant function) for each model, then the current sample size has 80% power to detect between-group differences with statistical significance of P < 0.05 in multivariate analyses. The planned analyses proceeded in three stages. First, we compared BD cases and HC on characteristics used in the matching procedure and on symptom rating scale scores; then, we examined which sleep and daytime activity variables optimally classified BD cases. Finally, we undertook an exploratory analysis of any characteristics that identified those BD cases or HC that were consistently misclassified.
Descriptive analyses. Categorical data are reported as counts and percentages; as some continuous variables showed non-normal distributions, these are reported as medians and interquartile ranges (IQR). We report Fisher's exact tests and MannWhitney U-tests to demonstrate the quality of matching of cases and controls (i.e., P-values are reported only to show the nearness of matching).
Discriminant function analyses. Discriminant function analysis is a multiple regression technique that determines the best weighting of variables to maximize the differences among groups and predict group membership (41) . We employed the standardized residual scores for each sleep and activity parameter as predictors in the model, and we report the proportion of cases correctly classified by the DFA. We examined the reliability of this classification using a 'leave-one-out' approach cross-validation analysis (41) .
We undertook four separate stepwise DFA (10) to determine which set of sleep and/or activity parameters from within each dimension were most useful for identifying individuals as BD cases or HC. All four DFA included age, sex, BMI, and MADRS scores as covariates. To avoid multicollinearity, we included only the MADRS as a symptom severity score (the MADRS and YMRS were significantly correlated). For all models, the probabilities of F for actigraphy parameters to be entered and removed were P = 0.15 and P = 0.20 respectively. Each DFA introduced a different set of actigraphy parameters: (i) Basic set included mean values for the sleep parameters; (ii) variability set included the SDs of the sleep parameters; (iii) daytime activity set included activity cycle parameters (which also serve as proxies for circadian rhythmicity); and (iv) combined sleep and activity set included all the selected actigraphy parameters. Lastly, we repeated the DFA for the final combined model but excluded the MADRS score to determine whether there was a change in variables included in the model or the classification rate.
In the main text, we summarize the DFA models and those parameters that contributed to the final step of the DFA model. In Table 4 , we report the magnitude of the discriminant function (Eigen values) and the classification rate for cases and 
IS
Interdaily stability is a measure of similarity in the diurnal pattern (hourly averaged activity) and quantifies the degree of regularity in the rest-activity patterns from day to day (range 0-1, with 1 = stable rhythms) IV Intradaily variability quantifies the degree of fragmentation of rest-activity periods. Healthy individuals typically show a single prolonged activity period and a single prolonged rest period per 24-h cycle. The value of IV ranges from 0 to 2 (higher values indicate higher fragmentation of rest vs. activity).
M10 onset
The M10 provides the average activity level for the sequence of the most active 10-h period during 24 h. The M10 onset indicates the starting time and so it provides an indication of the phase of the most active hours. RA Amplitude (AMP) represents the difference between the average activity level in the most active 10-h period (M10) and least active 5-h period (L5). The RA is used to remove sensitivity to overall activity level, as it represents the AMP divided by the sum of all activity during these 15 h (using the formula RA = (M10ÀL5)/(M10 + L5)). RA has a theoretical range of 0-1 (higher values indicating a rhythm with higher amplitude)
TST, total sleep time; WASO, wake time after sleep onset; SOL, sleep onset latency; SE, sleep efficiency; FI, fragmentation index; IS, interdaily stability; IV, intradaily variability; L5, least active 5 h; M10, most active 10 h; RA, relative amplitude.
controls, while the supplementary materials provide additional details for the canonical discriminant functions. Finally, the group membership probabilities generated by each DFA were used to calculate receiver operating characteristics (ROC) and the area under the curve (AUC) for each model. We performed post hoc testing of the differences between the AUC (see Figure S1 ).
Exploratory analysis of misclassifications. We identified the number of BD cases or HC who were incorrectly classified at least once by DFA and those that were always incorrectly classified. Within-group (hypothesis-free) univariate analyses were undertaken to explore which baseline characteristics best identified individuals who were misclassified (compared with those who were correctly classified) using Mann-Whitney U-test and Fisher's exact tests. Within the BD group, we also explored whether misclassification was associated with BD subtype, duration of illness, number of BD episodes (in total and by polarity), and classes of medication prescribed.
Results
Sample characteristics
The sample comprised of 61 individuals with BD and 61 HC who were matched for age, gender, and BMI. Table 2 shows the baseline characteristics for BD cases and HC (raw scores for actigraphy parameters are shown in Table S1 ). Matching of BD cases and HC was complete for sex, and the total sample showed a slight preponderance of females (54%). Matching was also acceptable for age (P = 0.196) and BMI (P = 0.603). Although the median scores were zero for the MADRS and YMRS, BD cases were statistically significantly more likely than HC to report some symptoms. Further analysis demonstrated that the means and standard deviations for the MADRS (BD cases: mean = 1.25, SD = 1.93; HC: mean = 0.21, SD = 43) were slightly higher than for YMRS (BD cases: mean = 0.89, SD = 1.72; HC: mean = 0.13, SD = 0.3), but that all symptom levels were very low.
As shown in Table 3 , the median age at onset of BD was about 23, and individuals had been ill for about 14 years at study entry. Three quarters of cases met diagnostic criteria for BD-I (n = 46). About a third had a lifetime history of alcohol misuse (though not currently); >50% reported use of nicotine (data not shown). The most commonly prescribed mood stabilizers were lithium and anticonvulsants; just over half of the cases (n = 33; 54%) were receiving mood stabilizer monotherapy.
Discriminant function analyses
A summary of the key DFA findings is shown in Table 4 (with additional information on the summary statistics in Table S2 ). As shown, significant predictors in the basic model were MADRS score, WASO mean, and FI mean with borderline significance for the TST mean (P = 0.06); and the DFA correctly classified 61% of BD cases and more than four-fifths of HC (87%). The most significant predictors in the variability model were MADRS score and FI variability (with borderline significance for WASO variability; P < 0.054). This DFA also classified 87% of HC, but it was less reliable than the basic model for classifying BD cases (52%). In the third DFA (activity model), MADRS score and M10 onset were the significant predictors; this model demonstrated similar classification rates for HC (85%) and BD cases (56%) as the DFA models based on sleep parameters. The combined model provided the best classification of BD cases. The most significant predictors in this DFA were MADRS score, FI mean, FI variability, WASO variability, and IS and M10 onset, with TST mean showing borderline significance (P = 0.09). These variables correctly classified similar proportions of BD cases (80%) and HC (75%). If the MADRS score is excluded from the analysis, the actigraphy variables correctly classified 67% of cases and controls.
All four DFAs produced a highly significant function (P < 0.001), but the highest Eigenvalue (a measure of the discriminant ability of the function) and optimal classification of BD cases and HC was provided by the combined model. Further, level of depressive symptoms (MADRS score) significantly contributed to all the DFAs. In contrast, SE and SOL (mean or variability) did not contribute to any models in which they were considered. Likewise, age, gender, and BMI did not contribute to any DFAs.
Using estimated group membership probabilities, we produced ROC curves for each DFA (see Figure S1 ). The AUC was 0.86 for the combined model, compared with 0.82 for the variability model, 0.79 for the activity model, and 0.78 for the basic model.
Exploratory analyses of misclassifications
Within-group analysis of the BD cases demonstrated that 23% (14 individuals) were consistently misclassified by the DFA models, but there were no significant associations between misclassification and any clinical, treatment, or demographic variables. Twelve of the 15 cases with BD-II were misclassified at least once, and there was a trend (P = 0.09) for BD-II cases to be misclassified more often than BD-I cases.
Twenty-one HC (33%) were misclassified at least once, but only three individuals were misclassified in all DFA models. Misclassified HC were significantly older than correctly classified HC (median age 54 vs. 31; P = <0.001).
Discussion
The present study used a matched case-control design and a multivariate modeling approach to identify sleep and daytime activity dimensions and to determine the actigraphic parameters that best characterized BD cases and differentiated them from HC. The methodology included steps to MADRS, Montgomery Asberg Depression Rating Scale score; BMI, body mass index; TST, total sleep time; WASO; wake time after sleep onset; SOL, sleep onset latency; SE, sleep efficiency; FI, fragmentation index; IS, interdaily stability; IV, intradaily variability; M10 onset, start time of the most active 10 h; RA, relative amplitude. Values are P-values unless otherwise is noted; P-values in bold font identify the variables that contribute significantly to the discriminant function; Pvalues are reported for other variables if they were included in the final step of the analysis; ns indicates the variable made no significant contribution to that model. *Percentages refer to the number of individuals that are correctly classified by each DFA model.
minimize confounding, and we performed withingroup analyses to explore which variables could explain misclassifications of BD cases and HC. We suggest that there are four key findings with clear implications for the field of actigraphy research in BD. First, extending studies to include activity parameters alongside measures of sleep quantity and variability (the combined model) may be useful for characterizing BD cases. Also, this DFA model (which included activity parameters, measures of sleep quantity, and variability) provided the best classification of euthymic BD cases and HC. Second, if the primary goal of a study is to exclude non-cases (i.e., correctly identify HC), focusing on sleep (mean values) or sleep variability dimensions may be most appropriate. Third, the traditional approach to using actigraphy in BD (focusing on mean values of the standard set of sleep parameters) produces a basic model that shows the lowest AUC of the four models we examined. If confirmed by further research, this may indicate that the most commonly used analytic strategy in actigraphy studies of BD cases and controls (univariate comparisons between groups of mean values for sleep parameters) has the lowest utility and may be the least valid. Fourth, while the within-group analyses were exploratory, they emphasize the need to consider the potential for biases to be introduced into studies because of heterogeneity within the control group (e.g., wide age range in HC). Also, the trend toward misclassification of BD-II as compared with BD-I cases suggests it may be worthwhile further investigating underlying differences in the actigraphic characteristics of these diagnostic subtypes. This is timely, given the findings from a recently published, largescale community study that reported that individuals with BD-I show greater variability in activity during the afternoon, while BD-II show greater variability at nighttime (16) . In the following paragraphs, we expand the discussion of the findings from the current study in the context of past and future research strategies and address its strengths and limitations. To our knowledge, this study is the first to suggest an incremental value of combining sleep quantity, sleep variability, and activity cycle parameters to improve the characterization of BD cases and differentiate them from HC. The ROC analyses highlight that the DFA for the combined model has the best discriminant ability and high accuracy (AUC 0.86). In this model, parameters from each of the three sleep-wake cycle domains contributed to the discriminant function; of most importance were two variability measures (FI and WASO), two activity measures (IS and M10 onset) and one quantitative sleep measure (mean FI). Conversely, other parameters (SOL, SE) that were shown to be significant in previously published univariate analyses did not contribute to the classification of cases and controls when dimensional approaches were used and key covariates were considered (e.g., level of residual depressive symptoms). Studies such as this one may help researchers in the search for a set of actigraphy parameters that might be the most relevant to explore in future studies of BD (without giving priority to only one sleep or activity domain).
The existing literature suggests that sleep variability may be a more prominent feature of euthymic BD than mean values of sleep parameters (18, 38) . Our findings indicate that there may be a need for a more cautious interpretation, namely that the absence of variability in the HC made this a useful dimension for identifying controls. Further, on its own, the sleep variability dimension did not improve on the classification of BD cases offered by the basic model (52% vs. 61% respectively). We suggest that to fully understand these findings and expand on recent research (e.g., (31)), future studies might report both sleep quantity and variability (especially in situations where activity parameters cannot be examined).
The relevance of activity parameters for characterizing BD cases is understudied. Three systematic reviews that have synthesized the limited data available all indicate anomalies in intensity, regularity, and timing of activity in BD populations (2, 3, 5) . In our study, the activity model showed that BD was associated only with objective alterations in M10 onset (a phase marker). However, it was notable that the findings regarding the activity dimension were less impressive for case-control classification than when it was combined with sleep measures in the combined model. Unlike a recent population-based study (30), we did not find that RA contributed to the combined model, which opens an intriguing possibility that some activity (or circadian markers) may be useful in discriminating individuals at risk of BD from those who are not, while others better characterize established cases (5, 8, 19, 42, 43) .
This study has several strengths. First, we assessed a broad spectrum of sleep abnormalities (quantity and variability) as well as daytime activity (timing and regularity, etc). Second, we employed multivariate modeling as our primary statistical approach; this is noteworthy because DFA assumes that combinations of parameters are more relevant than each individual variable for determining group membership. Third, we undertook an extended period of 21 consecutive days of actigraphy recordings, which increases the possibilities for reliably capturing sleep variability and irregular activity. Fourth, we matched clinical BD cases (for age, sex, and BMI) with HC recruited from a similar geographic location. Also, we tried to ensure that key demographic and anthropometric variables and depressive symptoms did not confound the analyses. These methodological approaches may partly explain why we found that residual symptoms (as measured by the MADRS) were a necessary but not sufficient contributor to the differentiation of BD cases from HC, in contrast to a recent community study of BD-I (14) . However, we recognize that the MADRS score significantly and consistently contributed to all the DFAs, highlighting that even low-grade depressive symptoms should be included as a covariate in analyses of sleep-wake patterns in BD. This is emphasized by the decrease in the overall classification rate for the combined model when the MADRS score is excluded.
There are several limitations to the present study that should be addressed in future investigations. For instance, the estimation of statistical power for multivariate approaches can be complex (40) and the trends toward statistical significance for some parameters in our DFA models suggest that we cannot rule out false-negative findings. Likewise, the within-group exploratory analyses of BD were at risk of false-positive findings. In the event, we found only trends toward the greater likelihood of misclassification of BD-II cases, highlighting the fact that future studies not only need to consider matching of cases and controls, but also what proportion of individuals with BD-I (or BD-II) would allow analyses to be stratified by BD subtype. Also, there is no consensus on the most appropriate combination of activity variables for exploration in BD; therefore, studies focusing on a different set of activity parameters may yield different findings from those reported here. Further, we could not examine the impact of habitual patterns of daytime activity or entrained routines. As there is emerging evidence that these issues influence findings in ecological momentary assessment research (2, 19, 44) , they will need careful consideration in the future. Likewise, screening for OSA relied on a questionnaire rather than more sophisticated methods (45) . An enduring issue for BD casecontrol studies is that between-group differences in actigraphy parameters may be partly explained by exposure to medications (46) and mood stabilizers can affect several circadian parameters (47) . Therefore, some potential case-control differences might have been masked by the fact that all patients with BD were currently being prescribed medications that could modify their circadian rhythms. While the recruitment of unmedicated patients (including those who are euthymic) is difficult in clinical settings, it is important to bear in mind the difficulty in determining the relative contributions of medications as compared to illness characteristics to differences in actigraphy recordings (46) .
Similarly, current exposure to tobacco and alcohol might contribute to the differences observed between patients and controls and future studies should explore the influence of these substances on the actigraphy profile of patients with BD.
In conclusion, the current research suggests that a dimensional approach is beneficial as it identifies five sleep-wake cycle parameters that, when combined together, offered the optimal prediction of BD caseness. Also, the study methodology is relatively easy to reproduce, so it should be possible for other researchers to explore these sleep-wake cycle dimensions and determine whether the findings can be replicated in independent samples. 
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